
Button Barrier Notes Dispenser

Do you find that you are pushing buttons - lifts, loos, eftpos, 
ATMs or looking for a quick way to open a door without 

touching the buttons/handle?

The innovative solution is 200 sheets of 70x70mm paper in 
a dispenser box with a bin that can be mounted to walls, 

doors and lift panels. When required grab a sheet of paper 
and place it over the button to be pressed, or wrap it around 

your finger and then press the button. The used sheet of 
paper can then be disposed of in the bin provided.

The dispenser box and bin has a silicone patch on the back 
side with a protective covering. Once the�covering is 

removed the box can be mounted to any smooth surface 
then easily removed when empty without leaving residue.

The paper sheets are unprinted but the dispenser box can 
be custom printed with your artwork.

Trolley Barrier Notes

Unprotected contact on common surfaces can allow 
communal spread of germs and viruses.

  A clever solution is clean removable self adhesive paper 
(sticky notes) that can be used as a short term barrier on 

the handles of trolleys and baskets.

Staff could distribute the sheets, or alternatively pads with a 
number of sheets could be made available to customers so 
they can use the sheets in store and keep the remainder of 

the pad for the next shop.

The 10 leaf pad is�300 x 140mm with a perforation so the 
covering sheets can be applied as one handle 300 wide x 

140mm deep or torn on the perforation to make two handles 
150 wide x 140mm deep.

Social Distance Grip Grafix

Help keep people safe by reminding them about social 
distancing. Whether it's a large reminder at the entrance or 
smaller reminders throughout the store Grip Grafix are an 

easy solution.

Grip Grafix are a revolutionary new non-slip floor decal 
suitable for many floor / wall surfaces indoors & outdoors 
including carpet. (Not suitable for ultra smooth surfaces 
such as polished floor boards, polished stone, gloss tiles 

etc) Ideal for exhibition and retail.

Expected Life:
Indoor Floor (Low Traffic - 6 months/High Traffic - 3 months)
Outdoor Floor (Low Traffic - 4 months/High Traffic - 1 month)

Custom Printed Face Shields

In the current environment face shields are becoming more 
popular largely due to the fact they stop the user from 

touching their nose, eyes and mouth.

Our innovative design can be worn two ways:
The shield can be attached directly to reading glasses, sun 

glasses or safety glasses and held in position with two 
washable custom printed silicone patches. Alternatively the 

shield can be fitted to the custom printed head band.

The visor is made from crystal clear 350um APET.
The custom printed head band is 260gsm artboard lined 

with soft PVC for comfort.

Custom Printed Table Tents

In Europe a number of food outlets are printing QR Codes 
linking customers directly to the a la carte or takeaway 

menus. The QR Codes appear at the takeaway counter or 
are placed on tables for customers who are seated to 

replace physical menus.

Another alternative is printing the QR Codes and info onto 
adhesive notes and sticking them to the table surface. 

Venues use adhesive notes so they don't blow away when 
doors are opened. Similar to this option, low tack self 

adhesive vinyl or cling stickers can be used in lieu of a 
paper note. The synthetic material allows the sticker to be 

wiped clean.

Distancing Table Mats

Restaurants and cafes have been opening to a reduced 
number of patrons in order to adhere to guidelines on social 

distancing.

Our Table Mats are a perfect way to alert the customers 
whether or not tables are available. These mats can be 
produced out of synthetic materials which make them 

waterproof and allow the restaurant staff to wipe them down 
after each sitting.� Instead of just being a placeholder that is 
removed from the table once occupied, the mats can also 
be produced with a laminated surface which converts the 

product into a practical placemat.

Contact us with your specific requirements.

Instruction Posters / Wall Graphics

The perfect way to inform everyone about the�guidelines on 
social distancing.

Many establishments have been�using adhoc signage to 
convey information about distancing inside their premises 

as many thought this was going to be a short-lived 
temporary scenario. Now that it�looks like we are in for the 
long haul, good quality and more permanent signage is a 

better option.

A couple of these options are paper posters,�synthetic 
posters and permanent or removable self adhesive wall 

graphics. These can be printed in A3, A2 & A1 sizes 
depending on the area of application.

Contact us with your specific requirements.


